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Abstract
In this paper, a Lagrangian-based heuristic is proposed for the degree constrained minimum spanning tree problem. The heuristic
uses Lagrangian relaxation information to guide the construction of feasible solutions to the problem. The scheme operates, within
a Lagrangian relaxation framework, with calls to a greedy construction heuristic, followed by a heuristic improvement procedure.
A look ahead infeasibility prevention mechanism, introduced into the greedy heuristic, allowed us to solve instances of the problem
where some of the vertices are restricted to having degrees 1 or 2. Furthermore, in order to cut down on CPU time, a restricted
version of the original problem is formulated and used to generate feasible solutions. Extensive computational experiments were
conducted and indicate that the proposed heuristic is competitive with the best heuristics and metaheuristics in the literature.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V ,E) be a connected undirected graph with a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. Assume that real-
valued costs {ce : e ∈ E} are associated with the edges of G. Assume, as well, that integral valued upper bounds
{1di |V | − 1 : i ∈ V } are imposed on the degrees for the vertices of G.
A spanning tree of G is called degree constrained if no more than di tree edges are incident on any vertex i ∈
V . Accordingly, the degree constrained minimum spanning tree problem (DCMSTP) is to ﬁnd a least cost degree
constrained spanning tree of G. The decision version of DCMSTP is known to be NP-complete [10] and therefore it
appears unlikely that a polynomial time solution algorithm exists for the problem.
Practical applications of DCMSTP typically arise, among others, in the design of computer, telecommunication, and
transportation networks (see, [5,11,12,16,17,20,26–29,33,34] for details).
DCMSTP was extensively studied in the literature. The ﬁrst solution algorithm proposed for the problem, i.e., the
branch-and-bound algorithm of Narula and Ho [22], appeared in the early 1980s. Primal and dual greedy algorithms
are suggested in [22], where DCMSTP instances with up to 100 vertices are solved to proven optimality. A Lagrangian
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relaxation algorithm was suggested by Gavish [11]. In that reference, DCMSTP instances with up to 200 vertices are
solved exactly. A dual ascent procedure embedded into a branch-and-bound algorithm was suggested by Volgenant
[33]. The procedure beneﬁts from edge elimination tests and was capable of solving, to proven optimality, DCMSTP
instances with up to 150 vertices. Savelsbergh and Volgenant [32] proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm where
feasible DCMSTP solutions are generated by a Prim [25] style heuristic (complemented with edge exchange local
search). Instances with up to 200 vertices are solved in [32]. Boldon et al. [4] introduced a Prim-based dual simplex
algorithm and a simulated annealing heuristic for the problem. Craig et al. [7] proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm
and a number of different heuristics based on neural networks, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and problem
space search. Zhou and Gen [34] suggested a genetic algorithm which uses the Prüfer number as a tree encoding.
Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] computationally compared the different solution approaches suggested in [7]. Test instances
used in [17] were obtained with an instance generator proposed in that study. Some of the instances used in [17],
namely the shrd set, with instances of up to 30 vertices, became standard for benchmark testing [28,31]. Knowles
and Corne [16] suggested a randomized primal approach for DCMSTP and embedded it into simulated annealing,
multi-start hill-climbing, and genetic algorithms. Instances used in [16] involve up to 200 vertices and were obtained
with an instance generator based on rules suggested in [4]. These instances also became standard for benchmark testing
[19,26,28]. Raidl and Julstron [27] proposed a genetic algorithm based on an indirect encoding of spanning trees. An
evolutionary algorithm which relies on an efﬁcient edge-set representation of spanning trees was suggested by Raidl
[26]. Instances with up to 500 vertices are considered in that study. Li [19] proposed a genetic algorithm that uses
a direct tree representation. Caccetta and Hill [5] suggested a branch-and-cut algorithm where subtour elimination
constraints are generated on the ﬂy, as they become violated at a linear programming relaxation of the problem. The
algorithm in [5] involves an effective Lagrangian relaxation pre-processing phase (based on tests introduced in [33])
and a multi-start Lagrangian heuristic. Proven optimal solutions were found in [5] for DCMSTP instances with up
to 800 vertices. Ribeiro and Souza [31] suggested a very effective variable neighborhood search procedure. Finally,
Raidl and Julstron [28], using an evolutionary algorithm, improved on previous results obtained in [27,26]. Additional
references to the problem can be found within some of the references quoted above.
Various theoretical results found in the literature are closely related with DCMSTP. They assume that graphs are
complete and are induced by sets of points lying on the Euclidean plane. For these graphs, vertices are associated with
points and edge costs are taken as the Euclidean distances between corresponding pairs of points. Papadimitriou and
Vazirani [24] proved that the problem of ﬁnding a minimum spanning tree with vertex degrees at most 3 is NP-hard.
The authors also conjectured in [24] that the problem is still NP-hard for vertex degrees at most 4. Monma and Suri
[21] proved that there always exists a minimum spanning tree with vertex degrees at most 5. Khuller et al. [14] proved
that there always exists a spanning tree with vertex degrees at most 3 (resp. 4) and a cost at most 1.5 (resp. 1.25)
times the cost of a minimum spanning tree. The authors also proved in [14] that there always exists a spanning tree
with vertex degrees at most 3 and a cost at most 53 times that of a minimum spanning tree. Chan [6] improved the 1.5
bound in [14] to 1.402 and the 1.25 bound to 1.143. Fekete et al. [9] conjectured that these bounds could be improved
even further to 1.103 and 1.035, respectively. Ravi et al. [29] proved that the problem of ﬁnding a spanning tree with
vertex degrees at most b, for 2b |V | − 1, and total cost at most r times that of a minimum spanning tree, r ∈ R,
r1, is NP-hard. Results obtained in [29] are extended to the degree constrained node weighted Steiner tree problem
in [30].
In this paper, a standard Lagrangian relaxation approach is adapted to obtain valid lower and upper bounds for
DCMSTP. Lower bounds originate from optimal solutions to aminimum spanning treeDCMSTPLagrangian relaxation
subproblem (LRS). Additionally, LRS solutions are also used to guide the generation of feasible DCMSTP solutions.
This is attained by modifying (perturbing) original edge costs with information provided by LRS solutions. In doing
so, one makes the edges implied by a given LRS solution more attractive to be selected in the companion run of a
DCMSTP greedy heuristic. Our greedy heuristic uses an edge set restriction technique that allows DCMSTP instances
with thousands of vertices to be effectively tackled. Feasible spanning trees returned by the greedy heuristic are subjected
to an improvement procedure.
In another original contribution of this paper, a look ahead mechanism is introduced in our greedy DCMSTP
heuristic. For complete graph instances, the mechanism guarantees that feasible solutions are always obtained (even
when di ∈ {1, 2}, for one or more i ∈ V ).
In our computational experiments, very good quality solutions, measured in terms of their distance to valid DCMSTP
lower bounds, were obtained. Complete graph instances with as many as 2000 vertices were used in the experiments.
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The results obtained are competitive with the best in the literature. Furthermore, for a large number of test instances,
optimality of the heuristic solutions could be proven by matching DCMSTP upper and lower bounds.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a formulation of DCMSTP is presented. A Lagrangian relaxation
of that formulation is described in Section 3. In Section 4 an infeasibility prevention condition for DCMSTP greedy
heuristics is proposed. Still in Section 4, our greedy heuristic is presented and a restricted DCMSTP is formulated.
Such a problem typically contains only a fraction of the edges in the original DCMSTP and its feasibility set is con-
tained in the feasibility set of the original problem. More importantly, as our computational results indicate, very
good quality feasible solutions to DCMSTP are frequently contained in the feasibility set of the restricted DCMSTP.
We therefore concentrate on exploring the smaller feasibility set in order to generate feasible solutions to DCM-
STP (thus cutting down, signiﬁcantly, on CPU time). The proposed Lagrangian heuristic is detailed in Section 5. In
Section 6, a classiﬁcation ofDCMSTP instances is suggested. Computational experiments for our algorithm are reported
in Section 7. Finally, the paper is closed in Section 8 with some conclusions and suggestions for future work.
A more detailed version of the material presented in this paper can be found in [2].
2. Problem formulation
Prior to presenting a formulation for DCMSTP, we describe ﬁrst a formulation for the minimum spanning tree (MST)
problem. A formulation for DCMSTP naturally follows from that with the introduction of vertex degree constraints.
Associate a variable xe ∈ R with every edge e ∈ E. Variable xe is set to one if edge e is selected for a spanning
tree of G. Otherwise, xe is set to zero. Denote by E(S) ⊆ E, for S ⊆ V , the set of edges with both end vertices in S.
Accordingly, denote by (i) ⊆ E, for i ∈ V , the set of edges having i as an end vertex. A description of the convex
hull R0 of incidence vectors of spanning trees of G [8] is∑
e∈E
xe = |V | − 1, (1)
∑
e∈E(S)
xe |S| − 1, S ⊂ V , (2)
xe0 ∀ e ∈ E. (3)
Constraint (1) states that exactly |V | − 1 edges of G are implied by vector x (very much as one would expect from a
spanning tree of G). Subtour elimination constraints (2) guarantee that the solution is cycle free. The problem of ﬁnding
a MST of G is then formulated as
min
{∑
e∈E
cexe : x ∈ R0
}
. (4)
Classical references for solving (4) are the O(|V |2) algorithm of Prim [25] and the O(|E| log |E|) algorithm of Kruskal
[18]. We refer to [1] for efﬁcient implementations of MST algorithms.
Degree constraints for DCMSTP are enforced with inequalities∑
e∈(i)
xedi ∀ i ∈ V . (5)
Consequently, if one denotes by R1 the polyhedral region deﬁned by constraints (1)–(3) and (5), a formulation for
DCMSTP is given by
z = min
{∑
e∈E
cexe : x ∈ R1 ∩ Z|E|
}
. (6)
Formulation (6) is used in all DCMSTP papers found in the literature. Likewise, most exact solution algorithms for the
problem are based on the Lagrangian relaxation of (6) that follows.
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3. A Lagrangian relaxation of DCMSTP
Assume that one attaches a nonnegative vector of multipliers  ∈ R|V |+ to the inequalities in (5) and dualizes them in
a Lagrangian fashion. A Lagrangian relaxation subproblem (LRS)
z() = min
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
e=[i,j ]∈E
(ce + i + j )xe −
∑
i∈V
idi : x ∈ R0
⎫⎬
⎭ , (7)
would then result. Since the value
∑
i∈V idi is a constant for any given , problem (7) is equivalent to ﬁnding a MST
of G under edge costs {(ce +i +j ) : e=[i, j ] ∈ E}. From Lagrangian duality theory, it is straightforward to establish
that z() is a valid lower bound on z.
Let ∗ be a vector of multipliers associated with the best (i.e. largest) DCMSTP lower bound attainable in (7). Such
a lower bound is found by solving the following Lagrangian dual problem:
z(∗) = max
0
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
e=[i,j ]∈E
(ce + i + j )xe −
∑
i∈V
idi : x ∈ R0
⎫⎬
⎭ . (8)
Subgradient optimizationmethods could be used to solve (8).Typically, thesemethods generate a sequence ofmultipliers
which converges to ∗. In this paper, the subgradient method (SM) of Held et al. [13], modiﬁed as suggested in Beasley
[3], is used for that purpose. The modiﬁcation proposed in [3], which is based on practical experimentation, typically
discards a large proportion of subgradient vector entries in the updating formulas for Lagrangian multipliers.
3.1. Updating the Lagrangian multipliers
Let zub be a known upper bound on z. At iteration k of SM, denote by k ∈ R|V |+ the vector of Lagrangian multipliers
associated with (5). Accordingly, let xk be an optimal solution to (7) under multipliers k . After computing subgradient
sk , for dualized inequalities (5), ski =
∑
e∈(i) xke − di , ∀i ∈ V , multipliers are updated as
k+1i = max{0, ki + tkski } ∀ i ∈ V , (9)
where tk = ((1 + )zub − z(k)/‖sk‖2 is the corresponding step size. In our computational experiments, = 0.03 is
used and  is initially set to 2. After l consecutive SM iterations with no improvement on the best Lagrangian lower
bound so far obtained,  is reduced to  := f , where f ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, in accordance with [3], whenever
ski > 0 and 
k
i = 0, one arbitrarily sets ski to 0, prior to computing (9).
4. Generating degree constrained spanning trees
In this section, we introduce a Kruskal [18] style algorithm to generate degree constrained spanning trees. The basic
operation involved in that algorithm is to use a least cost edge to connect two disjoint trees (or else, isolated vertices)
of G. A spanning tree of G is feasible for DCMSTP if and only if it does not violate degree constraints (5). It is thus
essential that a Kruskal style algorithm for DCMSTP incorporates some look ahead mechanism to reduce the chances
that infeasibilities occur along the application of the algorithm. An example of such a mechanism is formalized next.
It has proved very useful to obtain feasible solutions for DCMSTP instances where di equals 1, for one or more upper
bound degrees in {di : i ∈ V }. Furthermore, for complete graph instances, it always guarantees the generation of
feasible DCMSTP solutions.
Deﬁnition 1. For V1 ⊆ V and E1 ⊆ E let T1 = (V1, E1) be a (not necessarily spanning) tree of graph G = (V ,E).
For every tree of G associate an incidence vector y. The degree of T1 is then deﬁned as
(T1) =
∑
i∈V1
∑
e∈(i)
ye (10)
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while the capacity of T1 is deﬁned as
d(T1) =
∑
i∈V1
di . (11)
Tree T1 is said to be saturated if (T1) = d(T1). Notice that if T1 is saturated, every individual vertex in V1 must
also be saturated. If T1 happens to be a degree constrained spanning tree of G, then any subtree of T1 must necessarily
satisfy degree constraints for the subset of vertices of V spanned by it. Moreover, if T2 = (V2, E2) is a proper subtree
of T1 then T2 cannot be saturated and therefore (T2)< d(T2).
Proposition 1. Let T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) be two vertex disjoint trees of G. Assume that T1 and T2 are
nonsaturated and that an edge e ∈ E exists such that T3 = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2 ∪ {e}) is itself a nonsaturated tree of G.
It then follows that
(T3) = (T1) + (T2) + 2<d(T3). (12)
Inequality (12) clearly holds sinceT3 is assumed to be nonsaturated and connectingT1 andT2 through edge e=[i, j ] ∈
E increases by one unit the individual degrees of i and j.
The algorithm that follows is initiated with a set of |V | disjoint components consisting of the isolated vertices in
V. Operations involving the union of disjoint components are then sequentially performed. To reduce the chances that
the algorithm fails to return a feasible DCMSTP tree, inequalities (12) must be satisﬁed for every union operation
performed. The only possible exception to this rule is the (|V | − 1)th union operation. A feasible DCMSTP tree is
returned after |V | − 1 valid union operations. The heuristic is guaranteed to return a feasible DCMSTP tree if and only
if G is a complete graph. In this paper we only deal with complete graph instances. The heuristic is then speciﬁcally
tailored for this situation.
For a sparse graph G, no guarantee exists that a feasible DCMSTP solution, if one exists, is returned by the heuristic.
Assume that, indeed, for a given sparse graph G, no feasible DCMSTP solution is returned by the heuristic. Then,
one may introduce into the incomplete Kruskal solution returned, as many high cost artiﬁcial edges as necessary to
make it feasible. The feasible DCMSTP solution thus obtained should then be subjected to the heuristic improvement
procedure in Section 5. If, at the end of the improvement procedure, no artiﬁcial edges remains on the tree, a truly
feasible DCMSTP tree is obtained.
In the description of procedure KRUSKALX, we denote by c the vector with entries ce, for e ∈ E, and by d the
vector with entries di , for i ∈ V . The degree of vertex i ∈ V , at any iteration of KRUSKALX, is given by di .
KRUSKALX (Input: G, c, and d)
Compute an ordering {e1, . . . , em} of the edges of E in increasing value of their costs;
di = 0, ∀i ∈ V ;
T 1 = (V ,E1), where E1 = ∅;
k = 1;
while (|E1|< |V | − 1) do
Let ek = [i, j ];
if (di < di) and (dj < dj ) then
T 2 = (V ,E1 ∪ {ek});
if T 2 is cycle free then
if (|E1 ∪ {ek}| = |V | − 1) then
E1 ← E1 ∪ {ek}
else
if components in E1 ∪ {ek} are non saturated then
E1 ← E1 ∪ {ek};
di = di + 1;
dj = dj + 1;
end if;
end if;
k = k + 1;
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end while;
k∗ = k − 1;
(Output: return T 1 = (V ,E1) and k∗).
END KRUSKALX
4.1. The restricted DCMSTP problem
The restricted DCMSTP is DCMSTP deﬁned over a subset E′ ⊆ E of the original edges E. Clearly, since E′ ⊆ E,
any feasible solution to the restricted DCMSTP must also be feasible to the original DCMSTP. Ideally, one would hope
that |E′|>|E| and that E′ contains good quality feasible solutions to the original DCMSTP. Consider the edge ordering
{e1, . . . , ek, . . . , em} used in KRUSKALX and let k∗ be the index of the very last edge inserted in the Kruskal tree. An
edge set E′ = {e1, . . . , em∗} is then deﬁned, where m∗ = Min{factor · k∗,m}, for a given integral valued factor. In this
study, after some experimentation, we use factor = 2. Denote by G′ = (V ,E′) the subgraph of G associated with the
restricted DCMSTP.
In our Lagrangian heuristic, distinct families of edge costs {c′e ∈ R+ : e ∈ E} are used as an input to KRUSKALX.
In doing so, a number of different DCMSTP solutions are obtained. To cut down on CPU time, for every call of
KRUSKALX, instead of G and {c′e : e ∈ E}, we use G′ and {c′e : e ∈ E′} as input parameters. Working with the
restricted DCMSTP allowed us to tackle much larger instances than previously attempted in the literature. Furthermore,
as it can be appreciated from our computational results, good-quality DCMSTP solutions are obtained.
5. A Lagrangian heuristic for DCMSTP
The basic idea behind a Lagrangian heuristic is to attempt to drive Lagrangian dual solutions into primal feasible
solutions. We somewhat generalize this concept by bringing stand alone primal heuristics into the picture. In this
framework, LRS solutions are used to modify input costs for primal heuristics. Another possibility here is to use, as
input costs, Lagrangian modiﬁed costs. Either way, one will be using dual information to guide the construction of
primal feasible solutions.
The ﬁrst basic step in our Lagrangian heuristic is the Kruskal style construction algorithm KRUSKALX. That
algorithm is ﬁrst used to deﬁne a graph G′ = (V ,E′) associated with a restricted DCMSTP. After relaxing vertex
degree constraints in a Lagrangian fashion, we use SM to generate valid lower bounds for the restricted DCMSTP.
KRUSKALX is then called, at every SM iteration, for some input costs associated with LRS solutions. For each of
these calls, costs {ce : e ∈ E′} are modiﬁed so that edges implied by the current LRS solution are made more attractive
to be selected in KRUSKALX. Assume that xk is an optimal solution to LRS at iteration k of SM. Input costs for
KRUSKALX are then given by complementary costs {(1 − xke )ce : e ∈ E′}. An alternative approach, which is not
considered in this study, is to use Lagrangian modiﬁed costs {cij +i +j : e=[i, j ] ∈ E′}. Once a feasible DCMSTP
solution is obtained, it is attempted to be improved through an improvement procedure. Calls to KRUSKALX, followed
by calls to an improvement procedure, within the SM framework described above, constitute the second basic step in
our Lagrangian heuristic.
5.1. Heuristic improvement procedure
In this study, a heuristic improvement procedure is implemented for neighborhoods consisting of all feasible spanning
trees which differ by exactly one pre-selected edge from the feasible spanning tree in hand. That procedure, which is
described next, takes as an input, among other parameters, a degree constrained spanning tree T 1 = (V ,E1) of G.
IMPROVEMENT_PROCEDURE (Input: T 1,G, c, and d)
E0 ← E1;
for every e ∈ E0 do
Remove e from E1 and obtain T 2 = (V 2, E2) and T 3 = (V 3, E3);
Select a minimum cots edge e¯ ∈ E\E1 connecting T 2 and T 3 without violating vertex degree constraints;
if (ce¯ − ce)< 0 then E1 ← (E1\{e}) ∪ {e¯};
end for;
Output: return T 1 = (V ,E1);
END IMPROVEMENT_PROCEDURE
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In IMPROVEMENT_PROCEDURE, only the edges in E1, for the original input tree T 1 = (V ,E1), are tested
for solution improvement. The main loop of the procedure is thus executed |V | − 1 times. A local search vari-
ant of this procedure, testing, again and again, all the edges in an updated tree T1, is obviously possible. That
approach, however, is much more demanding in terms of CPU time and may become a computational bottleneck
if used frequently. In our Lagrangian heuristic, we choose to make frequent calls to KRUSKALX. These calls
are complemented with improvement attempts carried out over the more restricted neighborhood mentioned
above.
The third basic step in our Lagrangian heuristic involves an attempt to prove the optimality of previously generated
DCMSTP trees. In order to do so, Lagrangian lower bounds for DCMSTP are generated and compared with available
upper bounds. Edge costs for all instances in this study are integral valued. Therefore, whenever a difference of less
than one unit between lower and upper bounds is attained, optimality of the upper bound is proved.A sequence of valid
Lagrangian lower bounds for DCMSTP are generated while applying SM to solve (8). Assume, at a given iteration of
SM, that the current LRS solution implies a (not necessarily optimal) DCMSTP tree. If that tree improves on the best
DCMSTP upper bound so far obtained, it should be subjected to the improvement procedure (in an attempt to improve
the bound even further).
5.2. The Lagrangian heuristic
A detailed description of our Lagrangian heuristic follows.As before, G= (V ,E) and G′ = (V ,E′) are, respectively,
the DCMSTP graph and the restricted DCMSTP graph. Costs {ce : e ∈ E} are associated with the edges of E while costs
{ce : e ∈ E′} are associated with the edges of E′. Complementary costs associated with G′ are denoted, generically,
as {ce : e ∈ E′}. RPBestLB (resp. RPBestUB) is a valid lower (resp. upper) bound on the optimal solution value to
the restricted DCMSTP. Accordingly, BestLB and BestUB play similar roles for the original DCMSTP. At iteration
k of SM, k is a vector of feasible Lagrangian multipliers associated with the dualized inequalities (5). The value of
parameter , initially set to 2, is halved after RPhmax (resp. hmax) consecutive SM iterations without an improvement
in RPBestLB (resp. BestLB). Procedure KRUSKAL is an implementation of Kruskal’s [18] MST algorithm. It receives,
as an input, a graph (either G or G′), edge costs for that graph, and a vector k of Lagrangian multipliers. KRUSKAL
returns, as an output, a MST for the input graph under Lagrangian modiﬁed edge costs. We denote by T1 = (V ,E1) the
spanning tree of cost LB(T1) returned by KRUSKAL. The cost of a feasible DCMSTP tree T 1 = (V ,E1) is denoted by
UB(T 1). MAXITER1 and MAXITER2 are the maximum number of SM iterations allowed respectively for the restricted
DCMSTP and for the original DCMSTP. Finally,T 0 = (V ,E0) is the least cost degree constrained spanning returned
by the procedure.
LAGRANGIAN HEURISTIC (Input: G, c, d)
Step 1: Initialization
RPBestLB ← −∞; BestUB ← +∞; k ← 0; k ← 0; xk = 0;
T 0 = (V ,E0) ← KRUSKALX(G, c, d);
BestUB ← min{BestUB,UB(T 0)};
Deﬁne subgraph G′ = (V ,E′) for restricted DCMSTP;
Step 2: Upper and lower bounds for the restricted DCMSTP
while (BestUB − RPBestLB1 and k <MAXITER1) do
T1 = (V ,E1) ← KRUSKAL(G′, c, k);
RPBestLB ← max{RPBestLB,LB(T1)};
T 1 = (V ,E1) ← KRUSKALX(G′, c, d);
T 1 ← LOCAL_SEARCH(T 1, G′, c, d);
if (UB(T 1)<BestUB) then
T 0 = (V ,E0) ← T 1 = (V ,E1);
BestUB ← UB(T 1);
end if;
if(BestUB − RPBestLB< 1) then
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T 1 is optimal for the restricted DCMSTP;
stop;
k ← k + 1;
Update Lagrange multipliers and obtain k+1;
end while;
Step 3: Upper and lower bounds for DCMSTP
BestLB := −∞; k := 0;
while (BestUB − BestLB1 and k <MAXITER2) do
T1 = (V ,E1) ←KRUSKAL(G, c, k);
if (T1 is feasible for DCMSTP) then
T 1 = (V ,E1) ← T1 = (V ,E1);
if UB(T 1)>BestUB then
T 0 ← LOCAL_SEARCH(T 1, G, c, d);
BestUB = UB(T 1);
end if
end if
BestLB ← max{BestLB,LB(T1)};
If(BestUB − BestLB< 1) then
T 0 is an optimal solution to DCMSTP;
stop;
end if
k ← k + 1;
Update Lagrange multipliers and obtain k+1;
end while
Output: return T 0.
END LAGRANGIAN
6. Classes of DCMSTP
DCMSTP instances found in the literature [2,7,26,16,32,33] are generically classiﬁed as either Euclidean or else
Non-Euclidean. For Euclidean instances, randomly generated points in the Euclidean plane are associated with the
vertices of G. Edge costs are taken as the rounded down Euclidean distances between corresponding end points. For
Non-Euclidean instances, edge costs are randomly generated.Another feature normally associated with instances from
the literature is that, for a given integer 2, identical vertex degree upper bounds di = , ∀i ∈ V , are used. Based
on computational evidence from the literature, existing Euclidean test instances [11,32,33] appear to be easy to solve.
Under the same criteria, non-Euclidean instances [7,16,28] appear to be more difﬁcult to solve than their Euclidean
counterparts.
Combining theoretical results from the literature [6,9,10,14,21,24,29,30] with our own computational experience,
we suggest the following alternative classiﬁcation for DCMSTP instances.
1. Easy instances: an instance is classiﬁed as easy if di, ∀i ∈ V , for 5 |V | − 1. In our computational
experiments, when di6, for all i ∈ V , an unrestricted minimum spanning tree of the underlying graph G is, quite
often, optimal for DCMSTP. This applies indistinctively to Euclidean and Non-Euclidean instances. It should also
be noticed that a DCMSTP instance is polynomially solvable if di = |V | − 1,∀ i ∈ V .
2. Intermediate instances: an instance is classiﬁed as intermediate when di ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, for every i ∈ V . Noticed
that ﬁnding a proven optimal solution to Euclidean instances where edge costs are not rounded down and, di = 3,
for all i ∈ V , is NP-hard [24].
3. Hard instances: an instance is classiﬁed as hard when di = 2,∀ i ∈ V . Notice that an optimal solution for these
instances deﬁne a minimum cost Hamiltonian path for the underlying graph G.
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7. Computational results
Following the classiﬁcation introduced in Section 6, all instances used in our computational experiments are either
intermediate or hard.
Two Non-Euclidean test sets are taken from the literature. Namely, the shrd [7] and the M-graph [4,16] sets of
instances. M-graph instances were introduced in [4,16] and were made available to us by one of their proponents
[15]. Edge costs for these instances have no more than 3 decimal digits. Since our algorithm requires integer valued
edge costs, without loss of generality, we multiplied edge costs for all M-graph instances by 1000. Test sets shrd and
M-graph are acknowledged as being very challenging for heuristics and were extensively used in the literature for
benchmark testing [4,7,16,17,19,26–28,31].
Two additional sets of complete graph Euclidean instances were speciﬁcally generated for this study.All instances in
one of these sets are restricted to di2, ∀i ∈ V , with di =1 for exactly two vertices. They are thus denoted Hamiltonian
path instances. For both sets, the uniform distribution was used to randomly generate points (corresponding to vertices)
in a 480 × 640 Euclidean plane rectangle. For the ﬁrst set, upper bounds {di : i ∈ V } on vertex degrees are drawn
from {1, 2, 3, 4} under the additional restriction that no more than 10% of the vertices have upper bounds equal to 1.
Table 1
Euclidean instances (with up to 400 vertices)—HP applied every iteration
Reduced problem Original problem
|V | Krus LB UB Iter CPU Gap% LB UB Iter CPU Gap%
100 3815 3789.709 3790 15 0:03 RPopt 3789.709 3790 1 0:06 optm
100 3858 3829.000 3829 21 0:04 RPopt 3829.000 3829 1 0:08 optm
100 3983 3915.118 3916 143 0:42 RPopt 3915.118 3916 1 0:42 optm
100 3913 3879.000 3879 142 0:44 RPopt 3879.000 3879 1 0:44 optm
100 3836 3836.000 3836 1 0:00 RPopt 3836.000 3836 1 0:00 optm
100 3872 3839.958 3844 300 3:20 0.104 3839.956 3844 500 3:58 0.104
100 4280 4139.141 4145 300 2:58 0.121 4138.694 4145 500 4:04 0.145
100 3822 3700.804 3709 80 0:05 0.216 3708.024 3709 116 0:14 optm
100 4258 4193.402 4194 169 1:30 RPopt 4193.402 4194 1 1:30 optm
200 5373 5316.000 5316 18 0:31 RPopt 5315.830 5316 17 0:48 optm
200 5765 5645.826 5647 300 11:56 0.018 5639.991 5647 500 21:28 0.124
200 5754 5697.289 5698 209 11:34 RPopt 5697.289 5698 1 11:37 optm
200 5615 5528.786 5531 300 9:32 0.036 5527.198 5531 500 12:53 0.054
200 5609 5491.452 5494 300 11:53 0.036 5490.699 5494 500 15:12 0.055
200 5457 5405.104 5406 300 7:58 RPopt 5405.104 5406 1 8:00 optm
200 5510 5466.000 5466 45 0:46 RPopt 5465.212 5466 57 1:11 optm
200 5369 5332.072 5333 53 0:19 RPopt 5332.046 5333 96 0:46 optm
200 5719 5675.000 5676 174 7:03 RPopt 5675.000 5676 1 7:05 optm
300 6498 6473.615 6477 300 20:30 0.046 6474.982 6477 500 25:25 0.031
300 6894 6802.476 6829 300 27:10 0.382 6802.463 6829 500 31:05 0.382
300 6454 6427.146 6431 300 16:24 0.047 6429.865 6431 500 22:03 0.016
300 6435 6364.126 6365 189 9:44 RPopt 6364.126 6365 1 9:49 optm
300 6705 6605.835 6610 300 22:52 0.061 6605.811 6610 500 32:53 0.061
300 6728 6616.262 6617 212 19:19 RPopt 6616.448 6617 1 27:21 optm
300 6437 6368.602 6369 189 18:28 RPopt 6368.602 6369 1 18:34 optm
300 6799 6733.301 6734 195 14:49 RPopt 6733.489 6734 1 33:08 optm
300 6928 6786.879 6821 300 19:33 0.501 6801.437 6821 500 24:12 0.279
400 7459 7413.458 7416 300 40:21 0.027 7413.968 7416 500 49:18 0.027
400 7870 7774.779 7797 300 89:10 0.283 7774.779 7797 500 98:19 0.283
400 7706 7601.189 7609 300 56:34 0.092 7600.809 7609 500 68:30 0.105
400 7641 7534.694 7545 300 44:41 0.133 7534.637 7545 500 54:50 0.133
400 7813 7676.031 7697 300 135:14 0.261 7681.446 7697 500 143:51 0.195
400 7816 7725.502 7758 300 37:36 0.414 7725.281 7758 500 45:31 0.414
400 7879 7711.649 7626 300 38:20 0.182 7711.649 7726 500 49:25 0.182
400 7703 7551.423 7557 300 62:23 0.066 7551.310 7557 500 70:55 0.066
400 7763 7656.812 7666 300 53:31 0.118 7655.914 7666 500 81:32 0.131
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Table 2
Euclidean instances (with up to 800 vertices)—HP applied every iteration
Reduced problem Original problem
|V | Krus LB UB Iter CPU Gap% LB UB Iter CPU Gap%
500 8290 8269.777 8279 300 91:22 0.109 8269.777 8279 500 100:56 0.109
500 8433 8391.328 8397 300 71:41 0.060 8391.039 8397 500 85:39 0.060
500 8639 8501.562 8502 261 61:07 RPopt 8501.562 8502 1 61:21 optm
500 8801 8685.362 8715 300 38:21 0.034 8685.545 8715 500 51:31 0.334
500 8707 8589.855 8604 300 93:23 0.163 8589.855 8604 500 118:48 0.163
500 8477 8350.762 8354 300 108:53 0.036 8350.052 8354 500 172:57 0.036
500 8381 8297.015 8343 300 61:31 0.542 8296.384 8343 500 73:03 0.554
500 8558 8427.810 8436 300 75:54 0.095 8427.602 8436 500 86:19 0.095
500 8433 8270.887 8278 300 60:14 0.085 8268.081 8278 500 81:18 0.109
600 9065 9032.571 9038 300 84:18 0.044 9035.000 9038 500 110:07 0.033
600 9407 9309.266 9337 300 22:46 0.290 9308.518 9337 500 38:40 0.301
600 9479 9327.270 9351 300 118:24 0.247 9326.415 9351 500 135:10 0.257
600 9288 9166.877 9192 300 75:36 0.273 9166.586 9192 500 95:56 0.273
600 9459 9362.787 9382 300 80:32 0.203 9362.144 9382 500 105:06 0.203
600 9212 9038.883 9080 300 174:28 0.454 9038.554 9080 500 192:15 0.454
600 9288 9199.385 9203 300 178:28 0.033 9198.622 9203 500 204:41 0.043
600 9432 9276.281 9296 300 121:36 0.205 9276.278 9296 500 150:01 0.205
600 9589 9466.964 9474 300 81:31 0.074 9466.716 9474 500 98:35 0.074
700 9814 9774.235 9787 300 128:52 0.123 9752.602 9787 500 149:27 0.349
700 10240 10108.275 10128 300 146:47 0.188 10105.169 10128 500 169:48 0.218
700 10210 10084.817 10100 300 100:13 0.149 10084.564 10100 500 123:46 0.149
700 10125 9984.396 9992 300 90:49 0.070 9880.210 9992 500 125:33 0.110
700 9981 9906.320 9918 300 183:44 0.111 9606.271 9918 500 210:50 0.111
700 10182 10006.037 10038 300 157:50 0.310 10006.037 10038 500 184:38 0.310
700 10071 9909.907 9922 300 175:24 0.121 9909.908 9922 500 197:02 0.121
700 10039 9924.268 9934 300 177:11 0.091 9924.132 9934 500 199:53 0.091
700 10011 9872.149 9878 300 206:26 0.051 9870.920 9878 500 269:06 0.071
800 10366 10331.113 10341 300 193:36 0.087 10323.527 10341 500 215:46 0.165
800 10529 10324.815 10335 300 270:11 0.097 10324.845 10335 500 310:34 0.097
800 10673 10532.718 10561 300 275:09 0.266 10532.617 10561 500 302:55 0.266
800 10944 10783.407 10785 300 311:59 0.009 10783.248 10785 500 311:59 0.009
800 10557 10431.943 10441 300 309:45 0.086 10431.887 10441 500 345:53 0.086
800 11030 10849.935 10863 300 170:23 0.120 10849.955 10863 500 206:19 0.120
800 10772 10590.755 10609 300 193:49 0.170 10590.334 10609 500 237:55 0.170
800 10909 10737.268 10767 300 233:06 0.270 10337.180 10767 500 267:42 0.270
800 10915 10753.212 10818 300 315:33 0.595 10748.479 10818 500 348:49 0.642
The second set only contains Hamiltonian path instances. In this case, di’s, for i ∈ V , are drawn from {1, 2} with the
additional restriction that no more than 2 vertices have upper bounds equal to 1. Instances in the ﬁrst set involve up to
2000 vertices. The corresponding ﬁgure for the second set is 500. The two test sets are available, upon request.
Our Lagrangian heuristic was implemented in C++ and different platforms were used for the experiments. Results
for the shrd instances were obtained on a HP 900-735 workstation under the HP-UX 10.20 operating system. Results
for the M-graph instances were obtained on a AMD Duron 900MHz personal computer, under the Linux operating
system. Finally, results for the Euclidean instances introduced in this study were obtained on a SUN Ultra1 workstation.
Among existing nonexact solution algorithms for DCMSTP, [19,28,31] are reckoned to be the best in the literature.
We thus compare our algorithm with the VNS approach in [31], the genetic algorithm in [19] and the evolutionary
algorithm in [28].
Tables 1–3 display results for the ﬁrst set of Euclidean instances mentioned above. For each of these tables, a
distinction is made between entries associated with the restricted DCMSTP and those associated with the original
problem. For each table row, for a given test instance, |V | gives the number of vertices for the deﬁning graphG=(V ,E).
Krus gives the value of the very ﬁrst feasible solution obtained with KRUSKALX. The following ﬁve entries are
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Table 3
Euclidean instances (with up to 2000 vertices)—HP applied every iteration
Reduced problem Original problem
|V | Krus LB UB Iter CPU Gap% LB UB Iter CPU Gap%
900 10938 10916.661 10923 300 327:59 0.055 10917.991 10923 500 358:21 0.046
900 11443 11247.338 11248 231 333:06 RPopt 11247.338 11248 1 333:58 optm
900 11345 11147.713 11181 300 133:42 0.296 11142.109 11181 500 165:44 0.341
900 11222 11104.286 11121 300 230:32 0.144 11104.182 11121 500 279:30 0.144
900 11363 11227.781 11249 300 168:44 0.187 11226.833 11249 500 220:52 0.196
900 11628 11449.773 11478 300 278:22 0.245 11449.671 11478 500 329:06 0.245
900 11462 11345.238 11383 300 205:06 0.326 11345.240 11383 500 241:09 0.326
900 11351 11224.871 11241 300 194:20 0.143 11224.847 11241 500 238:28 0.143
900 11442 11286.264 11330 300 424:45 0.381 11286.299 11330 500 459:37 0.381
1000 11432 11406.127 11423 300 464:29 0.140 11405.920 11423 500 508:33 0.149
1000 11833 11638.829 11731 300 522:51 0.790 11636.939 11731 500 568:44 0.808
1000 11791 11643.912 11698 300 260:54 0.464 11643.860 11698 500 303:29 0.464
1000 11885 11727.745 11767 300 387:55 0.333 11726.565 11767 500 438:41 0.341
1000 12095 11908.857 11958 300 291:12 0.411 11908.738 11958 500 332:21 0.411
1000 11896 11763.414 11811 300 373:27 0.400 11761.809 11811 500 433:00 0.417
1000 12124 11985.336 12027 300 334:37 0.342 11985.336 12027 500 440:39 0.342
1000 11986 11796.509 11862 300 454:46 0.551 11796.249 11862 500 504:30 0.551
1000 11877 11739.316 11804 300 236:35 0.545 11739.271 11804 500 276:05 0.545
2000 15720 15663.389 15718 300 2771:16 0.345 15669.940 15718 500 3013:07 0.319
2000 16414 16238.792 16320 300 1640:18 0.499 16238.351 16320 500 1789:40 0.499
2000 16899 16666.885 16752 300 1064:50 0.510 16664.822 16752 500 1227:14 0.522
2000 16599 16367.061 16496 300 2141:50 0.782 16367.017 16496 500 2287:31 0.782
2000 16802 16519.270 16598 300 4619:01 0.472 16519.270 16598 500 4786:08 0.472
Table 4
Euclidean instances—HP applied only on LB improvement
Reduced problem Original problem
|V | Krus LB UB Iter CPU Gap% LB UB Iter CPU Gap%
2000 15720 15551.000 15720 300 7:10 1.080 15669.940 15720 500 156:27 0.319
2000 16414 16238.792 16325 300 171:13 0.530 16238.351 16325 500 326:15 0.530
2000 16899 16666.885 16762 300 112:16 0.570 16664.822 16762 500 277:45 0.582
2000 16599 16367.061 16515 300 233:17 0.898 16367.017 16515 500 389:29 0.898
2000 16802 16519.293 16596 300 437:54 0.460 16519.266 16596 500 621:36 0.460
associated with the restricted DCMSTP (identical entries follow for the original problem). LB and UB correspond,
respectively, to the best lower and upper bounds obtained. Iter indicates the number of SM iterations required to obtain
LB and UB. A maximum of 300 SM iterations are allowed for the restricted DCMSTP while a maximum of 500 SM
iterations are allowed for the original problem. For the restricted DCMSTP, parameter  in the updating formulas for
the Lagrangian multipliers (see, Section 3.1) is halved after 18 consecutive iterations of SM without an improvement
on the best lower bound so far attained (23 consecutive iterations for the original DCMSTP). CPU indicates, in the
pattern “minutes:seconds”, the CPU time spent to obtain LB and UB. Entries under Gap either indicate that optimality
was proven (a RP—opt entry for the restricted DCMSTP or an opt entry for the original problem) or else give the
percentage gap 100[(UB − LB)/LB] between UB and LB.
For the results in Tables 1–3, KRUSKALX, followed by LOCAL_SEARCH, is called at every SM iteration of the
restricted DCMSTP. For Table 4, which involves the last ﬁve instances in Table 3, KRUSKALX and LOCAL_SEARCH
are only called at SM iterations where an improvement on LB is attained. A clear deterioration in bound quality is
observed in Table 4. Solution times, however, are drastically reduced in that table. In particular, notice that CPU times
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Table 5
Mean gaps
|V | Average %
100 0.028
200 0.026
300 0.085
400 0.171
500 0.162
600 0.205
700 0.170
800 0.203
900 0.202
1000 0.448
2000 0.519
Aver 0.188
Table 6
SHRD instances
shrddi Krus LB UB BestLit CPULit Iter CPU Gap %
1502 995 894.286 895 a a 218 0:02 optm
1503 700 581.078 582 582 0:03 276 0:04 optm
1504 508 429.233 430 430 0:02 128 0:02 optm
1505 375 338.698 339 339 0:01 043 0:00 optm
1592 1158 903.392 904 a a 242 0:02 optm
1593 679 596.463 597 597 0:01 176 0:03 optm
1594 464 429.047 430 430 0:02 144 0:02 optm
1595 355 331.109 332 332 0:02 039 0:01 optm
2002 2044 1678.042 1679 a a 376 0:06 optm
2003 1245 1087.121 1088 1088 0:12 232 0:07 optm
2004 885 801.420 802 802 0:06 136 0:04 optm
2005 685 627.000 627 627 0:09 229 0:07 optm
2092 2535 1697.199 1698 a a 370 0:06 optm
2093 1268 1091.130 1092 1092 0:04 294 0:09 optm
2094 941 798.684 799 799 0:06 199 0:06 optm
2095 714 628.353 629 629 0:03 111 0:04 optm
2582 3488 2702.097 2703 a a 358 0:09 optm
2583 1921 1744.088 1745 1745 0:25 230 0:15 optm
2584 1369 1275.354 1276 1277 0:30 167 0:10 optm
2585 1099 998.419 999 999 0:12 245 0:15 optm
2592 3683 2713.157 2714 a a 358 0:10 optm
2593 2027 1756.000 1756 1756 0:20 262 0:16 optm
2594 1363 1291.054 1292 1292 0:15 133 0:13 optm
2595 1078 1015.268 1016 1016 0:22 112 0:06 optm
3002 5284 3991.198 3992 a a 403 0:16 optm
3003 2921 2591.804 2592 2592 0:47 321 0:31 optm
3004 2158 1904.314 1905 1905 0:37 291 0:28 optm
3005 1571 1503.168 1504 1504 0:32 168 0:16 optm
3092 5104 3989.178 3990 a a 403 0:17 optm
3093 2847 2584.009 2585 2585 0:71 186 0:19 optm
3094 2090 1897.163 1898 1898 0:78 220 0:21 optm
3095 1562 1473.511 1474 1474 0:84 122 0:11 optm
aNo references.
quoted in Table 3 (for those instances which also appear in Table 4), span a few days. Corresponding ﬁgures for Table 4,
span only a few hours. It is likely that a fewmonths of CPU timewould be spent if KRUSKALX and LOCAL_SEARCH
were applied directly to the original graph G = (V ,E). Take, for example, a 2000 vertices instance, where 1,990,000
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Table 7
M-graphs instances
graphdi LB UB Iter CPU Gap %
m050n15 6601.000 6601 156 0:02 optm
m050n25 5777.000 5777 95 0:01 optm
m050n35 5501.000 5501 83 0:01 optm
m100n15 11082.000 11082 169 0:20 optm
m100n25 11332.000 11332 171 0:22 optm
m100n35 10191.000 10191 137 0:19 optm
m200n15 18334.000 18334 264 5:28 optm
m200n25 19159.000 19159 170 3:00 optm
m200n35 16127.000 16127 171 2:35 optm
r050n14 4328.000 4328 68 0:00 optm
r050n24 4260.000 4260 81 0:00 optm
r050n34 4236.000 4236 64 0:00 optm
r100n14 8057.000 8057 101 0:08 optm
r100n24 8057.000 8057 96 0:10 optm
r100n34 8017.000 8017 114 0:11 optm
r200n14 16093.000 16093 188 3:53 optm
r200n24 15688.000 15688 140 2:04 optm
r200n34 15625.000 15625 351 4:04 optm
Table 8
Hamiltonian paths—HP applied every iteration
Reduced problem Original problem
|V | Krus LB UB CPU Gap% LB UB CPU Gap%
100 4779 4273.356 4432 13:03 3.697 4273.337 4432 13:41 3.697
100 4455 3873.994 3884 22:11 0.258 3873.994 3884 23:01 0.258
100 4743 4418.498 4743 1:20 7.332 4418.497 4743 2:12 7.332
200 6441 5598.935 5856 93:35 4.590 5598.918 5856 95:41 4.590
200 6395 5698.414 5992 35:03 5.141 5698.417 5992 37:43 5.141
200 7209 5970.457 6159 152:51 3.149 5970.146 6159 157:13 3.149
300 8143 6283.000 7531 472:59 19.844 6859.373 7531 477:18 9.781
300 8018 6849.350 7359 223:24 7.431 6849.350 7359 228:21 7.431
300 8053 7086.440 7740 49:22 9.214 7086.322 7740 55:36 9.214
400 9165 7924.928 8401 339:23 5.993 7925.029 8401 347:04 5.993
400 9529 8124.062 8619 362:23 6.080 8124.189 8619 371:17 6.080
400 9083 7736.355 8281 824:35 7.031 7736.256 8281 832:27 7.031
500 10110 8774.070 9282 729:42 5.778 8773.430 9282 742:39 5.790
500 10043 8815.510 9301 404:34 5.501 8815.211 9301 417:24 5.501
500 10455 8586.254 9746 143:38 13.497 8663.615 9746 148:49 12.488
edges exist. For instances of that dimension, restricted DCMSTP graphs in Table 4 have, respectively, 8988, 15,363,
12,669, 19,733, and 33,276 edges. Results in Tables 1–3, indicate that the restricted DCMSTP typically contains
very good-quality feasible solutions for the original DCMSTP. Results in Table 4 indicate that restricting the number
of calls to KRUSKALX and LOCAL_SEARCH appears to strike an acceptable balance between bound quality and
CPU time.
Table 5 gives the average gaps between best upper and lower bounds, for every instance dimension considered in
Tables 1–3. An average global gap of 0.188% was obtained for all instances tested.
Table 6 presents results for the shrd instances.We consider all shrd instances used in [31].Additionally, vertex degree
upper bounds di = 2, ∀i ∈ V , are also imposed on all shrd instances, thus generating Hamiltonian path instances.
Results for these instances also appear in Table 6. Obviously, no feasible solution exists for them in the literature.
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For all other shrd instances, the best upper bound known in the literature [31,28], appears under the heading BestLit.
Corresponding CPU times appear under the heading CPULit. Instances are identiﬁed in entries under the shrd heading.
Instances whose identiﬁcation start with 150, 159, 200, 209, 258, 259, 300 and 309, have, respectively, 15, 15, 20, 20,
25, 25, 30, and 30 vertices. For any shrd instance, upper bounds {di : i ∈ V } on vertex degrees all equal . The value
of , however, may vary from instance to instance, and is indicated as a subscript in the instance identiﬁcation. For
example, subscript 2, for the instance identiﬁed as 1502, indicates that = 2. Results in Table 6 are for a single runs of
our algorithm. The algorithm managed to ﬁnd proven optimal solutions for all the 8 shrd Hamiltonian path instances.
For the remaining instances, where  ∈ {3, 4, 5}, the variable neighborhood search (VNS) algorithm in [31] managed
to ﬁnd optimal solutions for 23 out of the 24 instances. Our Lagrangian heuristic, however, was able to ﬁnd proven
optimal solutions for all of them. The evolutionary algorithm (EA) in [28], after 50 runs, managed to ﬁnd optimal
solutions for instances whose identiﬁcation starts with 150, 200 and 300. Corresponding CPU times, however, are not
quoted in [28]. Instances with 30 vertices proved difﬁcult for the EA heuristic (optimal solutions were found for only
37% of them). Since different machines are used, a comparison, in terms of CPU time, between the different algorithms
considered here, is difﬁcult to carry out.
Table 7 presents results for the M-graph instances. Instances are identiﬁed under the heading graph. Once again,
for every instance tested, an integral valued 2 specify vertex degree upper bounds {di =  : i ∈ V }. As before,
corresponding values for  appear as a subscript in every instance identiﬁcation. The statistics we quote are for sin-
gle runs of our algorithm. All instances were solved to proven optimality by our Lagrangian heuristic. Furthermore,
this was attained with very little computational effort. Optimal solutions for the M-graph instances were previously
obtained with a branch-and-cut algorithm in [28], However, solution values in [28] are presented with only 2 dec-
imal digits and no details are given on the branch-and-cut algorithm or the CPU times involved in the experiment.
The upper bounds we generate, which are all proven optimal solutions, dominate those obtained with the EA in
[28], where optimal solutions are not always attained. In terms of CPU times, those quoted in [28] only involve a
fraction of total execution times and indicate that precise moment in time when a best solution is obtained. Thus,
it is impossible to compare CPU times in [28] with the total execution times we quote (even if identical machines
were used).
Finally, results in Table 8 are for the Euclidean Hamiltonian path instances introduced in this study. These instances,
as one may have anticipated, proved very hard to solve. Gaps between best upper and lower bounds turned out much
larger than before. An average gap of 6.23% was obtained. These ﬁgures are much larger than the ones attained before.
One may argue that Hamiltonian path instances are dealt with much more efﬁciently if algorithms tailor made for them
[23] are used. This is certainly true. However, it is also true that Hamiltonian path instances push existing DCMST
algorithms to their limits. Identifying these limits is clearly important.
8. Conclusions
AnewDCMSTheuristic is proposed and tested in this paper. Results obtained in extensive computational experiments
indicate that the proposed heuristic is competitive with the best heuristics and metaheuristics in the literature. Our
algorithm uses Lagrangian dual information to generate input costs to a basic greedy construction algorithm. A look
ahead mechanism is incorporated into the greedy heuristic to avoid the generation of infeasible solutions for complete
graph instances. This mechanism proved particularly useful when tackling instances where one or more vertices have
degree upper bounds equal to 1 or 2. Instead of directly working with DCMSTP we suggest an alternative of working
with a restricted DCMSTP. In doing so, CPU times were cut to a fraction of what they would otherwise be. Equally
important is the fact that, typically, high-quality feasible solutions for DCMSTP are found among feasible solutions
for the restricted DCMSTP.
Thework presented heremaybe extended into a full-blownLagrangian relaxation-based branch-and-bound algorithm
for DCMSTP. Likewise, some elements of it may be incorporated into a branch-and-cut algorithm for the problem.
For instance, one may use our algorithm to generate good-quality DCMSTP upper bounds. It may also be used as, a
pre-processor (like the one suggested in [5]), to price out suboptimal edges (taking advantage of the good quality lower
and upper bounds it generates). Finally, onemay initialize a branch-and-cut algorithmwith the variables associated with
the edges in the restricted DCMSTP. Such an edge set is relatively small and is very likely to contain optimal DCMSTP
solutions.
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